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Abstract
This paper presents an assembly sequence planner for
tetrahedral truss structures. To overcome the difficulties
due to the large number of parts, the planner exploits the
simplicity and uniformity of the shapes of the parts and
the regularity of their interconnection. The planning al,-
tomation is based on the computational formalism known
as production system. The global database consists of an
hexagonal grid representation of the tru_s structure. This
representation captures the regularity of tetrahedral truss
structures and their nmltiple hierarchies. It maps into
quadratic grids and can be implemented in a computer by
using a two dimensional array data structure. By main-
taining the multiple hierarchies explicitly in the model,
the choice of a particular hierarchy is only made when
needed, thus allowing a more informed decision. Further-
more, testing the preconditions of the production rules is
simple because the patterned way in which the struts arc
interconnected is incorporated into the topology of the
hexagonal grid. A directed graph repre_ntation of as-
sembly sequences allows the use of both graph search and
backtracking control strategies.
1 Introduction
Figure 1 shows a tetrahedral truss structure similar
to those that will be used in future space niissions
[13]. The assembly, disassembly or repair of these
large truss structures requires careful planning in or-
der to guarantee that the parts are assembled, or dis-
assembled, in a correct and efficient sequence. This
planning is needed regardless of whethcr the assembly
is executed by humans or by robots.
Because of the size and complexity of these truas
structures, even trained humans may fail to detect
dead-end sequences until a lot of work has bccn done
and it is found that the overall assembly cannot be
completed. In the case of a repair in which a faulty
strut is to be replaced, an ill-plammd disassclubly
*This research was conducted at the .Jet Propulsion I,abo-
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sequelicc, nlay lead to an hTcllarable collapse of the
whole truss strucLurc,
hi addition Io the difliculty hunlans llaVl! in guar-
anteeing corroclness in the l)lanliinl4 process, they of_
ten fail i,o notice which p(x_sil/ilities for l hc s(_qilOllCl,S
are l.hc ii/(_;L efficient. This dilticulty is further a W
gravated by constant changes in l,he nlcasllre Of the
efficiency (if the m_cml)ly sequeilce. For exalul)lc, the
efficiency may bc nleasured by the total tinie it takes
to conlph_te the assenibiy in one case, and by t]lc total
eliergy in anoLher case.
Moreover, huriians typically are slow in generat-
ing a._scnlbly s(,qlicnces. There are niany situations
in whicli the sc(]ucnce planning nlllSl, also be expe-
ditious. Speed in sequence gcnerati(nl is particularly
important in the (:as(; of a repair ill which a faulty
strut is to be replaced. It is virtually iliip(issiblc
to prcphui for every c()llc(_iwtlile repair tllat niay I)e
needed. Speed in sequence generaii(m is also inipor-
rant in the design of thc truss structures b(t(_ause it
allows the difficulty (if _ssenit)ly to bc colisidcrcd in
tim design pro('ess. A designer nlay also want to take
into account the difficulty of repairing dif[crent slruc-
tures.
Therefore, t}lerc is a llee(] 1,o svstenlatizc and to
conil)Uh,rizc the gciieral, ioli of th(" correcl _s('nil)ly,
disa_cnlbiy, and repair s¢_(tu(_nces , Its w('l] a._ lll(_ ,_v-
lection of t|ie best solution. Systcuiatizati()li is li(!(_(l('(l
in ()r;lcr t() gilal'antcc tilat lhe ,_(_(l(lCii(:(_,_ l_ellcral,('¢l
are correct alld ctl]('ient. Conll)Ul,(_rizati()n is necd(,d
in order to enatll(; the f_L_t g(!li('rati(Jli of as,_enibly sc-
quoilccs. In the c_sc of r(it>(Jtic a,_cliii)iy and repair,
lhe si)fLware for planning a,_s(!iiihly, disas._(,nlltly, alld
repair SC(lllenccs will aUglliCllL lh(' array (Jr flllicll()li_
ttiat robots arc ahle t() pcl'fOrili alll(lll(illi(iilSiy.
M(ist previous work Oil a.-;S(,liitily l)lalUlillD( f(iCliS('d
on cl0ctroliil_ehani(:al an(l (,.h_i'ir_tnic dcvic(,_ 16I. This
paper ])rcs(Jllt._ all _.._cnib]y ,'it'(lll('llc(' i)lann(,r for
tetrahcdral truss <_l,rii(_lJlr(,_. 'l'(t (iv(q'(X)lll(, Ih(, (lifti
(:lliti(_s (lli(! {O I tw ];lrg0 lillnll)vr of liall,s, i ilc I)]alllifT
('xpl_,iis the sinil)li(:ii,y alid Illii[Orlllily _)f ill(, shali(,s (if
the l)arl_s vlld the regularity of their ililcr('_liili(_cl, ioii.
Tlic i)laliliiill_, aulolilali(lii is ha_cd ()11 Ill(, (!_)llll)llta-
liOlial f(irliialisni klloWll il._ p_ofi.lt¢'fiolt ,,_:F,/Crll. The
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Figure 2: Robotic assembly facility at tile NASA Lan-
gley Research Center.
Figure 1: TetrahedraI truss structure.
global database consists of an hexagonal grid repre-
sentation of tile truss structure. This representation
captures the regularity of tctrahedral truss structures
and their multiple hierarchies. It maps into quadratic
grids and can be implemented in a computer by using
a two dimensional array data structure. By maintain-
ing the multiple hierarchies explicitly in the model,
the choice of a I)articular hierarchy is only made when
needed, thus allowing a more informed decision. Fur-
thermore, testing the preconditions of the production
rules is simple because the l)atterned way in which
the struts are interconnected is incorporated into the
topology of the hexagonal grid. A directed graph rep-
rcscntation of assembly sequences allows the use of
both gral)h search and I)a(:ktraeking control strate-
gies.
2 Scenario
A truss structure is a composition of struts intercon-
nected at nodes and forming a stable and rigid unit.
All struts are identical, and so are all nodes. The
struts are attached to tile nodes through joint con-
nectors. A strut s/ is said to belong to a node nj if
one of si's ends is attached to nj. Similarly, node nj
is said to belong to strut s,.
In this paper, the robotic assembly facility of tile
NASA Langley Research Center [12, 13, 15] will be
used as the reference scenario. Figure 2 shows that
facility in schematic form. The robot arm is mounted
on a base that is mounted on a carriage that can
translate along one direction. The base where the
robot is mounted can translate along a direction or-
thogonal to the carriage translations. These two too-
tions allow the positioning of the robot arm in a
Cartesian coordinate system. The truss structure is
mounted on a base that can rotate. If necessary, be-
fore a strut is assembled, the structure is turned and
both the base of the robot arm and the carriage are
translated.
The assembly process consists of a succession of
tasks, each of which is tl,e addition of one strut. The
nodes are preattached to their first strut to be as-
sembled. Whenever a strut is added, it is attached
to its two nodes, except when the nodes have been
preattached. The process starts with all struts stored
in pallets that are stacked on the same base where
tile robot arm is mounted. The assembly process
ends with all struts properly joined to form the whole
structure. Ideally, after struts have been added, they
are not removed until the end of the assembly process.
An assembly task is said to be feasible if there is a
collision-free path to bring the strut to its position in
the structure from a situation in which it is far apart,
and if it is possible to lock the joints that attach the
strut to its nodes. Of course, the path should also
avoid collisions between the robot arm or the carriage
and the truss structure.
It is desired to create a computer system that will
generate a sequence of assembly tasks for any given
tetrahedral truss structure. Of course, the input to
this system includes a description of the desired struc-
ture. In addition to containing only feasible tasks
and achieving the assembly of the whole structure,
the sequence produced should minimize a given cost
function. Although the definition of the cost func-
tions is part of the problem, it will probably include
a weighed combination of reliability, safety, energy
and total assembly time.
4
3 Background on assembly
sequence planning
Most previous work on assembly sequence planning
[2, 3, 4, 5] focused on electromechanical and electronic
devices such as gearboxes, alternators and disk drives.
The difficulty in planning the assembly sequence for
those products stems, in some degree, from the va-
riety of part shapes and from the lack of regularity
in the way the pieces are interconnected. To over-
come this difficulty, previous approaches used elab-
orate representations of mechanical assemblies and
complex geometric and symbolic reasoning techniques
[1, 4, 16 I.
Another difficulty in the automation of assembly
sequence planning for electromechanical and elec-
tronic devices comes from the fast growth in the re-
quired computation with the increase in the number
of parts. Previous approaches have overcome this
problem by clustering components into subassemblies
[8], thereby artificially reducing the number of parts.
Many large products have natural subassemblies that
arise as a result of modular design as well as of man-
ufacturing advantages. Clustering components into
subassemblies sacrifices completeness since sequences
that interleave the assembly of parts of different sub-
assemblies can not be generated. But for most large
products this loss of completeness is not a serious lim-
itation because those natural subassemblies are as-
sembled independently anyway. In practice, a hierar-
chical model of the assembly [14] is used to implement
the clustering of parts. At the highest level, each sub-
assembly is treated as a part.
There has been substantial progress in assembly
planning in recent years, and several new approaches
and techniques have been reported[6]. Nevertheless,
because of the complexity of the reasoning involved
and the large size of the solution space, it is still im-
practicable to use existing planners to generate an
assembly sequence for assemblies containing a large
number of parts, such as the structure shown in Fig-
ure 1, which is made of 102 struts.
One way to reduce the computation, when plan-
ning the assembly of tetrahedral truss structures, is
to cluster the struts into subassemblies as in the case
of electromechanical and electronic devices. A truss
structure such as the one shown in Figure 1 can be
viewed as the composition of tetrahedral and pen-
tahedral units, much like a solid that has a com-
plex shape can be treated as the composition of sim-
ple solids that have faces in contact, one against the
other. Two adjacent units share the struts and nodes
of their "contacting" faces. For example, the small
truss structure shown in Figure 3a can be regarded as
the composition of the two pentahedral units shown
in Figure 3b. Those two pentahedrons have one face
"in contact" and they share the struts and nodes of
that face. Similarly, the structure shown in Figure
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Figure 3: A small truss structure and its subdivision
into two pentahedral units.
1 can be viewed as a composition of tetrahedral and
pentahedral units with faces "in contact."
Since in practice it is preferred to finish the as-
sembly of one unit before beginning the assembly of
another Ill], seeing the structure as a composition
of units should not be a problem in the assembly se-
quence planning. Furthermore, this approach should
reduce the computation required to create the assem-
bly sequence. Mathur and Sanderson [9] describe a hi-
erarchical planner for truss structures. For the struc-
ture shown in Figure 1, for example, using this ap-
proach corresponds to reducing the number of parts
from 102, which is the number of struts, to 37, which
is the number of units.
The use of a hierarchical approach for planning the
assembly requires that the tetrahedral truss structure
be subdivided into pentahedral and tetrahedral units.
But there are several ways to cluster the struts into
those kinds of unit. For example, in addition to the
subdivision shown in Figure 3b, there are two other
ways in which the small truss structure shown in Fig-
ure 3a can be subdivided into two pentahedral units,
and these are shown in Figure 4. Unlike the elec-
tromechanical and electronic devices studied previ-
ously, in the case of truss structures, there is no man-
ufacturing advantage in choosing one subdivision over
the others. Instead of having one natural hierarchy
of the parts, tetrahedral truss structures have several
hierarchical models, none of which is "more natural"
than the others. When the small structure shown in
Figure 3 is part of a large structure (e.g. Figure 1),
unless the best assembly sequence is known in ad-
vance, choosing one of its subdivisions to create a
hierarchical model will likely preclude the generation
of the best assembly sequence. Therefore, it is impor-
tant that the representation of the problem captures
the multiple hierarchies that occur in a tetrahedral
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Figure 4: Two additional subdivisions of the small
truss structure (Figure 3a) into two pentahedral
units.
truss structure.
A second way to reduce the computation, when
planning the assembly of tetrahedral truss structures,
is to take advantage of the simplicity and uniformity
of the shapes of the parts and the regularity of their
interconnection. Unlike the electromechanical and
electronic devices studied previously, the tetrahedral
truss structures are made of struts, all of which have
the same cylindrical shape. Moreover, those struts
are interconnected in a regular fashion. Because the
parts have the same shape and are interconnected in
a patterned way, the model of a truss structure can
incorporate the geometry of the set of parts in a more
explicit way than the models used for electromechan-
ical and electronic devices.
The models of assemblies that have been used in
previous work describe the shapes of all parts and
the geometric and mechanical relationships between
parts. Typically, assembly models can be associated
with graphs in which the vertices correspond to the
parts and the edges to the geometric relationships
between parts [14]. The topology of the graph corre-
sponds to the topology of the parts in the assembly.
But there is no relation between the geometry of the
set of parts in the assembly and the topology of the
graph. Figure 5 shows three simple assemblies made
up of the same set of parts. Those assemblies are as-
sociated with the same graph, also shown in Figure 5,
since the topology of the parts is the same. But the
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Figure 5: Three assemblies with different geometry
but same topology.
geometry of the parts in each assembly is very differ-
ent from the geometry of the parts in the others.
The next section presents an assembly planner that
uses a multihierarchical representation for the truss
structures and that takes advantage of the simplicity
and uniformity of the shapes of the parts and the
regularity of their interconnection.
4 Planning the assembly of
tetrahedral truss structures
The computational formalism known as production
system [10] has been used for the automatic genera-
tion of assembly sequences for tetrahedral truss struc-
tures. There are three major elements in a production
system: the global database, the set of production
rules, and the control scheme. This section describes
these three elements. Subsection 4.1 presents a multi-
hierarchical representation of tetrahedral truss struc-
tures that constitutes the global database; subsection
4.2 discusses the control scheme; and subsection 4.3
introduces the production rules that act on the global
database.
4.1 A multihierarchical
representation of tetrahedral
truss structures
It was mentioned in section 3 that, unlike the elec-
tromechanical and electronic devices studied previ-
ously, the tetrahedral truss structures are made of
simple struts all of which have the same shape. In ad-
dition, the struts are interconnected in a very regular
.... "'"._._..==-_""
Figure 6:A subset of the structure shown in Figure 1.
fashion. The method for planning assembly sequences
of tetrahedra] truss structures can take advantage of
these facts to reduce the computation needed to gen-
erate assembly sequences.
The representation to be introduced next is based
on viewing tetrahedrons and octahedrons as the
building blocks of a tetrahedral truss structure. A
pentahedron will be considered to be a building block
only when it is not embedded in any octahedron 1.
Figure 6 shows a subset of the structure depicted in
Figure 1, and Figure 7 shows its building blocks.
As discussed above, there are six embedded penta-
hedrons in an octahedron. The nodes of the octahe-
dron shown in Figure 3a have been numbered by anal-
ogy with the numbers in a clock face. The embedded
pentahedrons are designated by the number of the
vertex corresponding to their apex. Therefore, the
pentahedrons shown in Figure 3b are referred to as
P12 (top) and P6 (bottom); the pentahedrons shown
in Figure 4a are referred to as P8 (left) and P2 (right);
and the pentahedrons shown in Figure 4b are referred
to as P10 (left) and P4 (right).
Figure 3a shows a coordinate frame associated with
an octahedron. The x-y plane contains nodes 2, 6,
and 10. The z axis points out of the figure 2. The
octahedrons in a truss structure are all parallel to
each other. Therefore, the transformation between
the coordinate frames of two octahedrons is a pure
translation.
Some tetrahedrons have three nodes on the top
plane and one node on the bottom plane. These are
referred to as tetrahedron-down because they can be
viewed as a pyramid pointing down. The other tetra-
hedrons, which have three nodes on the bottom plane
1pentahedrons not contained in any octahedron occur at
the periphery of a structure. See Figure 8.
2Nodes 4, 8, and 12 have positive z coordinate.
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Figure 7: The building blocks of the structure shown
ill Figure 6.
and one node on the top plane, are referred to as
tetrahedron-up. All tetrahedrons-up in a truss struc-
ture are parallel to each other, and all tetrahedrons-
down are parallel to each other. Therefore, the
transformation between the coordinate frames of two
tetrahedrons-up (or two tetrahedrons-down) is a pure
translation.
A tetrahedra] truss structure can be represented by
a graph in which the vertices correspond to volumet-
ric units, and the edges correspond to "face-contacts"
between adjacent units. Figure 8 shows a graph rep-
resentation for the 102-strut truss structure shown in
Figure 1.
The geometry of this graph parallels that of the
truss structure. Because of the regularity of the struc-
ture, its graph representation constitutes an hexag-
onal grid. In addition, the hexagonal grid can be
mapped into a rectangular grid as shown in Figure
8, where the lines and columns are labeled with their
indices. Furthermore, a coordinate frame can be as-
sociated with the graph shown in Figure 8: the x axis
points down, and the y axis points right.
There are three types of vertices, represented, re-
spectively, by hexagons, triangles, and half-hexagons.
Hexagon vertices correspond to octahedrons like the
one shown in Figure 3a. Triangles correspond to
tetrahedrons; triangles pointing down in the figure
correspond to tetrahedrons-down, and triangles point-
ing tip correspond to tetrahedrons-up.
Unlike regular graphs, in this representation the
position and the orientation of the vertices are im-
portant. A coordinate frame is a.'_sociated with the
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Figure 8: Craph rel)rcsentation for a tetrahcdral truas
structure with 102 struts and its mapping into a rect-
angular grid.
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Figure 10: The mapping of the graph representation
of tetrahedral truss structures into a quadratic (not
rectangular) grid.
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Figure 9: The six oriewtatio_ls ill whi(:h half-h(_xagow_
may oce,]r: (a) P2; (h) I),l; ((:) !'6; (d) !)8; (e)I)10;
(f) l'12.
graph. Its axes are parallel to those of the frames
a_gsociated with the octahedrons. Each vertex is ori-
ented as its unit's parallel |)roj('cti_)v_ on the bottom
l)lane of the structure
The half-]mxagons correspond to IX_'ntahe(lrons
such a._ those shown in l"igurcs 31), 4a, and 4b. The
half-hexagons are used only when there is no octa-
hedrovl that includes the corrcsl)onding pcntahcdron.
Since there are six l)entahedrons embedded iv] each
octahedrovl, there are six orientations in which the
half-hexagons may oeeur, and they arc shown in Fig-
ure 9.
The edges in the graph rcprcselttation of a truss
structure correspond to those "faces" that are com-
mon to two a(ljacent voluvnctrie units, that is, those
sets of three struts that "l)elong" to both volumctric
units.
The mapping of tile graph representation into a
rectangular grid gives rise to a data-structure for a
computer implementation: a two-dimcnsional array
in which each element may contain information about
one building |)lock of tile truss structure. The indices
of the array element indicate the position of the build-
ing block.
t
, The edges in the graph shown in Figure 8 are
only implicitly encoded into the two-dimensional ar-
ray data structure. In addition, the contacts between
units that share only one strut, or only one node, are
also implicitly encoded into the array. For example,
a tetrahedron-up at (:ell (i , j) (i.e. line i, column
.7) shares one strut with the tetrahedron-down at cell
(i I- 2 , j), another strut with the tetrahedron-down
at cell (i- 1 , j- 1), and another strut with the
tetrahedron-down at cell (i - l , j _ 1). As another
example, an octahedron at cell (i , j) shares one node
with the tetrahedron at cell (i t 2, j - 2).
]t should be pointed out that Figure 8 shows one
mapping from the graph representation of tetrahe-
dral truss structure, which is an hexagonal grid, into
a rcctangular grid. That mapping is probably the
most direct, but it leaves a number of empty cells. [n
a computer implementation, if the available storage
space is scarce, it is straightforward to devise other
mappings from the hexagonal grid into a quadratic
grid, which may not be rectangular. Figure 10 shows
another mapping from the graph representation of
truss structures into a quadratic grid. Unlike the one
shown in Figure 8, the mapping shown in Figure 10
does not leave empty cells.
As it will become clear in the following subsections,
this graph representation of truss structures allows an
assembly planner to exploit the regularity in which
tim parts are joined to improve its planning efficiency.
This improvement is due, in part, to the encoding of
the geometry of the truss structure in the topology of
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Figure 11: A portion of the directed graph of as-
sembly sequences, which is a/so shown in Figure 12.
The vertices have been labeled by the top view of the
partial truss structure at each state of the assembly
process.
Figure 12: A portion of the directed graph of assem-
bly sequences, which is also shown in Figure 11. The
vertices have been labeled by the graph representa-
tion of the partial truss structure at each state of the
assembly process.
the graph. Moreover, the graph representation also
allows the planner to take advantage of the multiple
hierarchies that exist in tetrahedral truss structures.
The decision of which hierarchy to choose does not
have to be made until it is needed. Being able to delay
the selection of the hierarchy, the planner will have
more information available to decide which hierarchy
is more advantageous, and therefore will be able to
make a better choice.
4.2 Control strategy
Several methodologies for representing assembly se-
quences have been utilized [7], including representa-
tions based on directed graphs and AND/OR graphs.
As mentioned in section 4, it is preferred to com-
plete the assembly of a tetrahedral or pentahedral
unit before beginning the assembly of another unit
[11]. Therefore, the assembly task can be redefined
as the assembly of one tetrahedron or one pentahe-
dron. In this definition, each assembly task consists
of a sequence of subtasks, each being the assembly of
one strut.
Since each assembly task is the addition of exactly
one volumetric unit, both the directed graph and the
AND/OR graph will have the same size. The directed
graph representation has been used in this work be-
cause it is simpler and easier to understand and im-
plement. The vertices in this directed graph corre-
spond to the states of the assembly process that can
be characterized by the description of the substruc-
ture already assembled. The edges in this directed
graph represent the assembly tasks, each correspond-
ing to the addition of one volumetric unit.
Figures 11 and 12 show a portion of the directed
graph of assembly sequences. In Figure 11 the ver-
tices have been labeled by the top view of the partial
truss structure at each state of the assembly process.
This labeling is better for displaying the assembly se-
quences for humans. In Figure 12 the vertices have
been labeled by the graph representation of the par-
tial truss structure at each state of the assembly pro-
cess. This labeling reflects more closely the computer
internal representation of the assembly sequences. In
both Figures, the vertex at the top corresponds to a
state in which one octahedron and two tetrahedrons
are already assembled. The two vertices in the middle
corresponds to states in which an additional penta-
hedron is already assembled. In the left vertex, the
additional pentahedron is P10, and in the right ver-
tex, the additional pentahedron is P8. The vertex at
the bottom corresponds to a state in which two octa-
hedrons and two tetrahedrons are already assembled.
Figure 12 also illustrates the advantage of using the
multihierarchicalrepresentationof tetrahedraltruss
structuresintroducedin section4.1. Because the
building blocks are tetrahedrons and octahedrons, it
is possible to generate sequences that use different
sets of pentahedrons as assembly tasks. As pointed
out above, the additional pentahedron in the left mid-
dle vertex is not the same as the one in the right
middle vertex. By using the representation in Figure
8, the three possibilities in which an octahedron can
be subdivided can be considered. In the scenario de-
scribed in section 2, the two possibilities corr_pond-
ing to the subdivision of the right octahedron into
P6 and P12 are not considered valid. If the structure
had been viewed as a composition of pentahedrons
and tetrahedrons, only one alternative would be con-
sidered.
Each assembly sequence corresponds to a path in
the directed graph of assembly sequences, starting in
the vertex that has no label (i.e., no strut has been
assembled) and ending in the vertex that is labeled
by the whole truss structure. By construction, the
directed graph of assembly sequences has no cycle.
A measure that reflects the quality of an assembly
sequence can be computed by assigning costs to the
vertices (i.e., the states of the assembly process) and
to the edges (i.e., the assembly tasks). The cost of a
path p can be defined recursively as:
f Cs(sp) if the path has only one node
co8t(p)
Cs(sp) + CT(tp) + cost(rp) otherwise
where sp is the initial vertex (state) of p, tp is the
initial edge (task) of p, and rp is the tail of p, that is,
what is left ofp after sp and tp are removed. The func-
tion Cs gives an assessment of the quality of a state
of the assembly process. Better (e.g., more stable)
states correspond to smaller values of Cs. The func-
tion CT gives an assessment of the quality of a task
in the assembly process. Better (e.g., less complex
or less time consuming) tasks correspond to smaller
values of Cs.
The directed graph representation of assembly se-
quences and its associated cost function allow both
backtracking and graph search control regimes [10] to
be implemented. The construction of the assembly se-
quence can proceed in backward or forward fashion.
The former is easier to understand while the latter
may be more efficient, since it avoids dead-end states.
Subsection 4.4 describes the current implementation.
4.3 Production rules
The global database introduced in subsection 4.1 re-
flects the state of the truss structure at each point
of the assembly process. The production rules that
are introduced in this subsection contain the condi-
tions for the execution of an assembly task and the
changes that occur in the state of the truss structure
when that task is executed. In the operation of the
• Precondition:
1. Cell (i, j) currently contains a pentahedron
Pk.
2. Goal is one octahedron in cell (i,j).
3. Any.cell (x,y) for which L(x,y,i,j,k) > 0
is empty where L(x, y, i, j, k) = c_(k) . x +
_(k). y + _(i, j, k).
• Effect:
1. Adjust the angle of the truss structure and
the x_y position of the robot arm acording
to the position of cell (i,j).
2. Install pentahedron Pk' in cell (i,j) where
k' = rem(6 + k, 12).
Figure 13: Production rule example. See Table 1.
planning system, whenever a production rule is ap-
plied, the global database must be updated to reflect
the changes in the state of the truss structure.
The simplest way to introduce the production rules
is by an example. Figure 13 shows one production
rule. It corresponds to the assembly task that fin-
ishes up one octahedron, starting with one of its
pentrahedron halves already assembled. If the pen-
tahedron already assembled is Pk, the pentahedron
that will complete the octahedron is Pk' where k' =
rem(6 + k, 12).
The first two preconditions simply verify that the
goal is an octahedron in a cell (i,j) that currently
has a pentahedron. The third precondition verifies
that no collision will occur between the truss struc-
ture and the carriage where the base of the robot is
mounted. It requires that all cells on the side of the
line L(x, y, i, j, k) = 0 where Pk' is must be empty.
Figure 14 shows a state in which the preconditions of
the production rule in Figure 13 are satisfied for cell
(7, 5) and k = 10.
The effect of this production rule is the installation
of pentahedron Pk' in cell (i, j). This can be accom-
plished by using a precompiled sequence of subtasks,
each of which is the addition of one strut. Since the
base of the pentahedron is already in place, only four
struts must added. This subsequence of tasks, each
of which includes the motions of the robot arm, is in-
dependent of the position of the cell (i, j). Of course,
the positions of the carriage and of the base, as well
as the angle of the structure, must be adjusted ac-
cording to the position of cell (i,j).
For each possible geometric configuration that a
cell can take, there is a production rule similar to the
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Table1: Coefficientsof L(x,y, i,j, k) in the produc-
tion rule example shown in Figure 13.
+r(i,j,k)
2 -1
4 1
6 1
8 1
10 -1
12 -1
-3 (++ 3j)
-3 (3j - i)
0 -i
3 -(i + 3j)
3 (3j - i)
0 i
one in Figure 13. Since there are only a few geometric
configurations, the total number of production rui_s
is small.
4.4 Current implementation
The current implementation is an interactive produc-
tion system that uses a backtracking control scheme.
The assembly sequences are generated in a forward
fashion. The first unit to be assembled is given.
At each step, a menu containing all the subunits
that can be assembled next is displayed for the user.
These options are obtained by testing the precondi-
tions of the production rules. The alternatives in the
menu are ranked according to the system's preference
criterion. The user may accept the system's choice for
the next subunit or may select another among those
that are feasible. A graphical display of the truss
structure allows the user to visualize the available op-
tions. At any point, the user can force the system to
backtrack and to "undo" one or more assembly tasks.
This interactive production system exploits the
strengths of humans and computers. Computers are
better at guaranteeing that the sequence is correct
and that no option is overlooked. Humans are better
at assessing the quality of an assembly sequence.
The cost function that is used is a function of the
translation of the carriage, the translation of the base,
and the rotation of the structure. The shorter those
motions, the lower the cost function. The task for
which the cost function is minimal has the highest
preference. Other cost functions are being investi-
gated, and one of the goals of this project is to find
good cost functions and their corresponding heuristic
estimations.
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Figure 14: A state in which the preconditions of the
production rule in Figure 13 are satisfied for cell (7, 5)
and k 10.
In each assembly task, a number of struts are as-
sembled. For example, in the tasks corresponding
to the effect of the production rule shown in Figure
13, four struts arc assembled. By properly position-
ing the carriage and the base of the robot, the arm
motions to install a given strut is the same regard-
less of the position of the octahedron that is being
completed. In the current implementation, these mo-
tions were taught. Each production rule is associated
with the paths to install the struts of its correspond-
ing subunit. Therefore, the output of the planning
system includes, for each strut, the positions of the
carriage and the base of the robot, the angle of the
truss structure, and the specific arm motion to be
used.
5 Conclusion
This paper brought about a clear understanding of
the regularity of the tctrahedra] tru_s structures atl+J
their multiple hierarchies. Unlike electr()mechanical
and electronic devices, tetrahedral truss structures
can be represented by a graph whose topology corrc-
Sl)onds to the geometry of the parts. This representa-
tion captures the regularity of the tru._s structure as
well ms all its hierarchies. It consists of an hexagonal
grid that can be mapped itRo a two-dimensional ar-
ray data structure. The relationships between units
arc implicitly encoded by the indexes of their corrc
sponding cells in the array.
Using this representation and its associated data
structure, a simple reasoning is sutticient to decide
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whether or not a candidate assembly task is feasible.
Furthermore, the choice between hierarchies can be
made as the plan is generated, thus allowing a better
selection than if the choice were made in advance.
A prototype planning system that uses the produc-
tion system paradigm has been implemented. The
global database is the hexagonal grid representation
of tetrahedral trua_ structures. There is one produc-
tion rule for each possible configuration that a cell can
take. Since there are only a few geometric configura-
tions the total number of production rules is small. A
directed graph representation of assembly sequences
allows the use of both graph search and backtracking
control strategies. The prototype uses a backtracking
scheme.
This current implementation is interactive and ex-
ploits the strengths of humans and computers. Com-
puters are better at guaranteeing that the sequence
is correct and that no option is overlooked. Humans
are better at assessing the quality of an assembly se-
quence. For the structure shown in Figure 1, the
system generated an assembly sequence that signifi-
cantly reduces the amount of rotation when compared
to a sequence generated by hand. Future work will fo-
cus on cost fimctions and heuristic evaluations aimed
at making the system fully autonomous.
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